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1. Preface 
The project’s goal is to make sure that English students start their English lessons knowing how to check                  
pronunciation of English words in order to avoid mistakes from the very beginning 

While students learn about phonetics and pronunciation, by the end of the lesson plan they will know how to                   
pronounce the vocabulary and structures worked in class, as well as recognize the phonetic transcription               
about the words and texts worked. Moreover, they will be able to be self-assessed, recording their own                 
voices on a tape recorder and listening later, in order to check their pronunciation. 
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2. The project/sequence   

 2.1. The context 

English level 1 group in CFA Viladecans, 20 students, aged 30 to 70.  
Mention the timing: Total time: 4.30 h (3 sessions of 1.30 h each). 
 
And CAM group in CFA Vallès, 15 students, aged 17 to 19. 
Timing: 4.30 h (3 sessions of 1.30 each one). 

 
 

 2.2. Objectives, competences, contents and assessment criteria 
 

     a. Objectives:  

- Create real-life situations (for instance: ask for the food they want to eat in a 
restaurant or by telephone, expressing it orally working the phonetic transcription. 

- Capture the essential information of regular conversations face to face and written short 
and simple everyday messages, knowing their phonetic transcription. 

- Understand some essential news information in audiovisual format, if the comment is 
accompanied by images like a restaurant menu with pictures. 

- Use appropriate language in a restaurant, for instance to order a meal 
- Understand basic expressions related to food, ordering of a meal, etc 
- Answer  to demands properly 
- Use words and expressions related to food, restaurant or food delivery 
- Use correct grammatical and functional language and structures 
- Pronunciation, intonation, rhythm and stress 

 
     b. Competences:  

Oral-communication:  

1. Get information and interpret a text in a daily environment (a menu, food delivery 
instructions or conditions). 
2. Plan and produce oral text in the suitable communicative situations, such as in a 
restaurant, or at telephone to ask for food. 
3. Use oral interaction strategies according to the communicative situations to start, 
maintain and finish the speech.  
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     c. Contents of the curriculum: 

                               Competència pragmàtica                    Competència                                 Competència lingüística 
                                                                                             discursiva 

Funcions i aspectes 
sociolingüístics 

Organització del 
discurs i tipus de 

text 

Lèxic i aspectes 
semàntics 

Morfosintaxi Ortografia i 
aspectes 
gràfics 

Fonètica i 
fonologia 

Registres lingúístics 
 
Elements de la 
comunicació 
 
Convencions socials 
 
 

 

Tipus de text:  
 
Conversacionals 
formals i informals,  
 
Persuasius, 
instructius. 

Expressions 
comunes, 
frases fetes 

 
Vocabulari 

específic a la 
situació 
comunicativa 

 
Formació 
de paraules: 
prefixos sufixos 
 
 

Connectors 
 

Marcadors 
Textuals 

 
Estructura 
de l’oració: 

 
Affirmativa 
Negativa 

Interrogativa 
Imperativa 

Ús correcte 
dels signes 

de  
puctuació, 
majuscules. 
 
 

Pronúncia 
 

Accentuació 
prosòdica 

 
Entonació 
 
Ritme 
 
Intensitat 
 
Pauses 
 
Reconeixement 
de fonemes 
diferenciadors 
de significat 
 

 
    
 

      d. Assessment criteria (Descriptors d’avaluació de la dimensió comunicativa)  
 

  
Comunicació oral Comprensió lectora Expressió escrita 

● Interpreta els elements verbals 
bàsics relacionats amb el 
vocabulari relatiu a menus, 
comandes de menjars, etc. 

 
● Utilitza un repertori lèxic freqüent 

i quotidià adequat al missatge 
que cal produir. 

 
● Valora i analitza les pròpies 

produccions orals 
 
 

● Localitza els elements 
lingüístics (paraules clau i 
expressions 
habituals) i paralingüístics en 
textos escrits breus amb 
vocabulari elemental i quotidià 
per entendre'n el sentit global i 
identificar-ne les idees 
principals. 

 
● Presenta informació concreta 

(preus, plats, direccions…) de 
textos amb suport visual. 

● Produeix textos molt breus 
relacionats amb menús, instruccions 
per fer comandes, etc de manera 
clara i precisa. 
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2.3. Activities 

 
SESSION 1: 
 

1. CREATING A MENU. This activity will be introduced with the animoto videos: 
- What kind of food do you like? 
- Best cakes. 
TIMING: 45’ 
RESOURCES: internet, restaurant ads, etc 
PROCEDURE: writing a menu including several choices for drinks, starters, main courses, deserts 
with price indications and information about ingredients. 
 
 

2.   CREATING A RESTAURANT FLYER to announce a special offer. 
TIMING: 45’ 
RESOURCES: internet, restaurant ads, etc 
PROCEDURE: in groups of 2 or 3, writing a flyer with information about the locations, open times, 
conditions of the offer, etc. Students will reach an argument, and each of them perform a part of 
the flyer.  
ASSESSMENT RUBRIC. 

 
SESSION 2: 
 

3.   CREATING A PODCAST to announce a special offer. Podcast example. 
TIMING: 45’ 
RESOURCES: internet, restaurant ads, etc 
PROCEDURE: produce a podcast to announce the offer shown in the flyer mentioned above, in 
pairs. 

 
4.   WRITING A DIALOGUE: ORDERING FOOD AT A RESTAURANT  

TIMING: 45’ 
RESOURCES: the documents created before, internet, restaurant ads, etc 
PROCEDURE: dialog including greetings, ordering drinks, food, asking for some especial services. 
 

SESSION 3: 
 

5.   ORAL ACTIVITY: REPRODUCING THE DIALOG FROM THE FORMER ACTIVITY: ORDERING 
FOOD AT A RESTAURANT . The students have to record their voices using the ICT Tool / app 
spreaker to analyse their oral productions later. 
TIMING: 45’ 
RESOURCES:The documents created before, voice recorder 
PROCEDURE: record the dialog including greetings, ordering drinks, food, asking for some 
especial services, etc. In pairs. 
ASSESSMENT RUBRIC. 

 
6.   ANALYSIS OF THE PREVIOUS DIALOGUE 

TIMING: 45’ 
RESOURCES:The AUDIO created before, voice reproducer. 
PROCEDURE: both students listen carefully the audio in a critical way, indicate where 
comprehension is difficult, and in which way pronunciation and intonation can be improved. 
The API transcriptions of the dialogs should be compared with the actual sounds produced. 
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2.4. Evaluation 
 

The assessment is made by both students and teacher. Students know assessment criteria from the beginning. 
 
INITIAL ASSESSMENT: 
Prior to any explanation, informal group assessment activity: 
● brainstorm activity about all the words they know related to restaurants, food, delivery, etc. 
 
FORMATIVE and SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT: 

Rubrics used to assess the activities related to the flyer and the dialog (oral activity). 
 
 

 
 

 2.5. Class management and methodology 
 

Regarding classroom management we are going to promote periods of cooperation (pods) vs. periods              
of independent work or assessment (rows). Students are going to practice, listen and record their voices and                 
correct each other's phonetic mistakes. 

Concerning NLP, it is going to help students gain a better understanding of the way they learn. Thus,                  
we are going to put into practice the Howard Gardner theory of multiple intelligences. First of all, visual                  
learning, in which the student responds best to visual stimuli such as videos, demonstration, reading and                
charts about, in this case, about ordering food. On the other hand auditory learning, where the student                 
prefers to have things explained to them, so, they are working in groups, creating conversations, helping                
among them; And finally, kinesthetic learning where students learn best when they perform an activity               
themselves, as taking part in this practical lesson of orally delivering food and being self-assessed.  

Lastly, with regard to PBL students, in groups they are going to create a daily conversation, starting                 
from the structures and vocabulary worked, using phonetic transcriptions and recording to work phonetics,              
using the new technologies, in order to finally present their final project to the entire group. 

 
 

3. Final thought 
  

Thanks to the different activities proposed the student has to use in an active way vocabulary related                 
to a restaurant: 

- Special offers. 
- Delivery of food. 
- Types of food. 

 
All this, using different ways to present the information. Visual, oral, text, etc. 

 
Moreover, we can share with the students the class project using a mind map. In this case, we are 

going to use the visual tools blendspace and mindmeister It helps us devise a roadmap for pupils to know 
what is expected from them at all times. It is a visual checklist of steps to implement the project. Showing 
our vision is key to ensure our class understands our goals, get focused on the tasks to carry out and stay 
on track motivated. Access to mind maps: 
 

- Mindmap 1(Blendspace) 
- Mindmap 2 (Mindmeister) 
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